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ASHTAV'S NEW BEGINNING
John Alexander, our Chairman, revealed at the AGM held in Thame
that ASHTAV should gain an income of around £40 000 a year as a
result of the magnificent legacy left to ASHTAV by its founder, Dr.
Herbert Arthur Lane, once the various assets have been realized and
invested.

Amongst these assets was Herbert's house in Chipping Campden.

When ASHTAV first took charge of Herbert's house, it was difficult to
appreciate the riches that were scattered through a mountain of notes,

press cuttings, share certificates and unpresented cheques. ASHTAV
invited Bonham's to catalogue and sell Herbert's books and maps. The
prices obtained have far exceeded expectations. Some of his dusty old
maps have fetched four figure sums.
Technical difficulties have slowed the sale of Wixey House but
ASHTAV is confident that it will command a good price since the

house market in Chipping Campden is buoyant. Daphne Wyatt and
her husband, Richard, have worked very hard to ensure that the
interior of the house looks once again like a home and not the

crammed vaults of The Bodleian Library's reserve collection of books
on topology.

Herbert Lane was a scholar who loved his time at Lincoln. College,
Oxford. It's marvellous that, thanks to Professor Malcolm Airs,
ASHTAV has the chance to celebrate Herbert Lane's life and work
through funding a fellowship at the newest Oxford College: Kellogg. It
is proposed that this should last initially for 3 years and will enable a
fellow time and facilities to do some deep thinking on the sector that is
dear to members of ASHTAV. The expectation is that the fellow will

be seconded for a 6 month period from his / her post in government,
business or industry and that ASHTAV will benefit through
association with any work that is published and lectures that are given.

This idea found favour with all members of ASHTAV at the AGM and
will be pursued by your committee over the coming months.
ASHTAV intends to commit itself to ensuring that members get four
seminars and four journals per year and is looking to employ an

administrator both to ensure efficient contact with our members and
explore ways of increasing membership.

It is important that ASHTAV's plans reflect the views of its
membership, so, please tell us by phone, or Email what

you feel and please do share your ideas with us.

AT THE HEART

OF THAME TODAY I
John Hampden died in the
Greyhound. The great patriot was

educated at Lord Williams School in
Thame. Today, his bust turns away

from the ubiquitous "Superdrug" logo
next door

A permeable passage.

The building values the energy locked
into ancient home-made bricks and
hand-hewn stone.

"Adapt and Survive," it seems to say

Steps that kept the market mire at bay
pose an issue for today's "accessible
society".
The glory of Thame present is

reflected in this door plaque;
Thame's annual Show thrives!

An ornate reminder that

coming home from market was
once mucky business.
Thame is accessible from Oxford,

Haddeham and Aylesbury using the
good

Arriva 280 bus service.

However, most people in the town's
rural hinterland are forced to use their
cars.

Chicane and a pedestrian crossing at

grade slow vehicles and makes life
easy for those crossing the wide
market.

Birdcage Public House.: a good exam
ple of sustainable development; it has
adapted to local needs for 600 years

Waitrose is the icing on Thame's retail
cake.
Waitrose hasn't wrecked the High

Street's distinctiveness for a discreet
archway from the Buttermarket fasttracks shoppers along Greyhound
Lane.
pr

%

What a a shame that the temporary
Tool Clearance A-board
challenges blind pedestrians..
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Michael Coupe a planning question during
Michael's effervescent talk at the ASHTAV
AGM.

THE ASHTAV EXECUTIVE
Michael Coupe endorsed some of the ideas
of the New Economics Foundation (NEF)
and its "Plugging the Leaks" strategy appears
on pages 18 to 21 of this magazine.
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DAME SHEILA WOOD, CBE

Hon. Secretary: Dan Wild
Hon.Treasurer: John Alexander

Sadly, we must announce the death of Sheila

Wood. ASHTAV's founder: Herbert Lane recruited
Sheila to our organisation. Sheila's wisdom and
sagacity joined forces with Herbert's proselytising
energy and the two of them did much to shape the
form and nature of ASHTAV. More recently, Sheila
Wood became a Vice President of ASHTAV. Her

health had declined and she lived the last few years
quietly.

Sheila's funeral took place early in

December in the Parish Church of St James in

Chipping Campden. Dan Wild and Edward Weston
represented ASHTAV. Edward, of course, had

worked closely with Sheila. ASHTAV
:" extends its sympathy and condolences

a Wend ,

to Sheila's family and friends.
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Welcome to Thame

where they formed what is believed

which

to be the first Masonic Lodge in

houses

Good afternoon ladies and

Thame. (Still a Lodge of Peace)

housing

gentlemen and a very warm
welcome to our historic town.

whilst

mainly

including
will

apartments

THAME AND THE RAF

being

in

affordable

also
the

new

include

old

'Union'

Building which is being preserved.

Thame had a fairly quiet 1st &_ 2nd

THAME AND ASHTAV
When I was invited to give this
welcome I thought I had better do
some research, I checked to see if
we were members and we are and

have been for since 1998 and as far
as I can find out we have paid up to

world war but the Airfield at

THAME'S BARNS CENTRE

Haddenham called RAF Thame

Thame Barns centre was opened in

was home to one of the Glider

1994, it was a partnership between

Pilots schools. Ox & Bucks LI

Thame

Pegasus)

Council

and

the

Oxford Diocese, It received a loan

from

Thame

Welfare

Fund

So where is Thame now?

(subsequently a gift) and grants
from SO DC & St Mary's Church

THAME'S ALPACA

all of which are now paid off and

date!

THAME AND ASHTAV

Thame is still very much a market

As far as can be ascertained Thame

town, with Livestock Markets on

was a settlement back in Anglo

Wednesdays and Fridays. Indeed,
Thame Market holds the record

Saxon times and records show of

Town

it's existence as early as 675 when

auction price for alpacas at 16,000

the centre is self-funding. Used by
many organisations in the Towm

including more organisations for
the deprived such as elderly and
Alzheimer Society.

King Wulfhere of Mercia bestowed

guineas (£16,800). There is a Street

an abbey at Chertsey whilst he was

Market every Tuesday, incorporat

THAME'S PARTNERSHIP

himself at Thame. St Mary's

ing a Farmers' Market on the second

21sr Century Thame a partnership

Church was built after the Norman

Tuesday of every month. (People

Invasion but was known to be built

from as far as Uxbridge)

of the local community, businesses
and local authority groups, set up

on the site of an Anglo Saxon
Church.

THAME'S MUSEUM
We are proud of Thame's heritage

THAME AND LINCOLN

but also keep an eye to the future, as

The Domesday Book, compiled in

without doing that a town ceases to

1086, records the manor of Thame

flourish. The Thame Museum will

as belonging to the Bishop of

open in 2006 in fact it was open to

Lincoln. (Long way)

the public this morning but will
fully open in December, On the

THAME AND HAMPDEN
he next period when Thame came
to the forefront was in 1643 when

John Hampden the great parlia
mentarian was mortally wounded at

under the Market Towns Initiative,
is doing some sterling work looking
at all aspect of the town and how we
can improve it thereby attracting

more

businesses,

shoppers

and

visitors to Thame keeping Thame a

thriving community but without
spoiling the character of the town.

third Thursday in September, the

THAME'S OLD ...

Oxfordshire County Show and
Thame Show is held here 'Englands

by it's Motto 'Vetus Tamen Vivet'

greatest

'She is Old but still she lives'

one

day

country

show'.

I think Thame can be summed up

Indeed this year the attendance at
the show was in excess of 20,000 so

I do hope you have a very good

the Greyhound Inn here in Thame.

even if everyone in Thame attended

meeting and enjoy the walk around

then we still attracted 8,000 from

THAME AND BOXING

out of town.

later with representatives of the
local historical society.

the battle of Chalgrove and died in

In the 172O's a son of Thame
Jimmy Figg became the boxing
champion of England (Bare
Knuckles)

THAME AND NAPOLEON
In 1806 Thame played host to a
group of French prisoners of War

in what is now the Birdcage Pub

Nigel Champken-Woods

THAME'S BUSINESSES
We have numerous large organisa
tions based
within the town
including Travel Lodge, CPM,
Leyland DAF and others so as you
can see we are and old town but we

have an eye to the future. We have a
new development on the site of the

Old

Workhouse

'Rycote

Wood

Thame Town Mayor

I dedicate this paper to
Herbert Lane in
recognition of his vision
in setting up the

Association of Small
Historic Towns and
Villages and in ensuring
that the Association can
continue in financial
independence.
Ray Green 2006

In this paper the qualification

prosperity spreading into a wider

'Historic' has been omitted from

rural area, but even here the greater

the title for two reasons: the first

wealth is being offset in its effect by

that almost all small towns and

the continuing rise in the number

villages are historic in part; the

of people required to support

second that the Association leaves

shops, schools, surgeries, hospitals

such a subjective decision to any

and other services. This rationaliza

prospective member. The

tion also affects less prosperous

Association sets an upper limit of

areas, increasing the distance

40,000 population for membership

people have to travel to reach

and differentiates a town from a

essential services. There can be

village more by function than by

detected a growing attitude in the

size.

corridors of power that a measure
of affordable housing and a subsidy

During the past half century, the

to maintain a skeleton bus devices

social and economic character of

will satisfy the needs of small towns

villages and small towns has

and villages, but there are wider

changed greatly, more so in the

issues to consider and debate in the

Midlands and south of England

new and more remote organs of

than elsewhere in the UK, and

local and regional government.

more in the lowlands than in the

Factors

underlying
the
study

of
issues

facing

small

uplands. Farms have moved out of
many villages and agricultural

The Geographical

servicing and markets have moved

Background

from smaller town to larger city.

Today few people in villages and
small towns have any direct (or
even indirect) connection with the

land, particularly in those areas

which have received large inflows
of people from the cities.

and

villages

towns in the UK lie below the 400
contour, on the plains of the
lowlands or along the valleys in the
uplands. There have been two

dominant theories of settlement.

There is evidence that the divide in
prosperity between metropolitan
north and metropolitan south also
applies to the rural regions in

which are located the majority of
small towns and villages. In wealthy
rural areas, prosperity underlies

many of the difficulties being
experienced in villages and small
towns where property prices have
risen well beyond the means of

many locals to compete with
newcomers and where the high rate
of car ownership and usage

towns

Almost all the villages and small

undermines attempts to sustain

public transport and other local
services. Where a majority

experiences little difficulty in
accessing services in town, a

minority in rural areas becomes

isolated in relative poverty. The
2001 Census showed areas of rising

Christaller's ' central place theory
described a hierarchy, each place

relying upon the next for a higher
level of service, from village to city

with smaller catchments fitting into

larger ones. Before the advent of
the motor vehicle the distances
between villages and towns were set
by the time taken to drive animals
to market or to reach town in a

horse and cart.
In the 1950s, Frankenburg 2
suggested a continuum of places
extending down from metropolitan
centre to the remotest village, the
position of each place depending

upon its function and the services
offered. A place could move up or
down the 'line' as its circumstances
changed.

In both cases it was fairly clear
where urban settlement gave way to

properties). Based upon the 2001
Census results, the whole of

rural, especially when villages and

England was divided into four

country towns relied mainly upon

categories:

farming, forestry or fishing. In more

recent years it has become
increasingly difficult to distinguish
urban from rural by function. Back

URBAN:

Defined as any continuous area

with a population of 10,000 or
more

in the 1960s, Wibberley3 suggested
that country towns would be better

termed "towns in the country", the
criterion being that a town - or

village - should be set with a degree

of self-containment within a rural
setting. As the agricultural labour
force declined and as thousands of
people moved into rural areas from
metropolis (a total of 4-5 million in
40 years), new areas of rising

prosperity were identified in the

1991 and 2001 Censuses (see map
below). This inward migration
continues at a net rate of about
100,000 a year.

In the State of the Countryside
Reports of 2004 and 2005 the
Countryside Agency4 and its
successor the Rural Communities
Commissions took a concept of

settlement based upon the degree

of nucleation (into villages and
small towns) or dispersal (into small
hamlets, farms and individual

RURAL:

Nucleated:

town and fringe (population
of less than 10,000)
village

Dispersed:

Areas of villages and very small towns

Country Side Agency 2004

small hamlets, farms and
other individual properties.
Heritage (1 in which rural settlement

The map (above right) shows the

in the mid 19th century was

areas in which the Census output

mapped. Apart from the major

recorded nucleations of villages and

growth of industrial and urban

small towns (from which the

England during the subsequent 1 50

Association might expect to attract

years, there is a considerable

many members). These village and

correlation between rural

small town areas are seen to be

settlement in the mid 19th and early

concentrated in a central belt

21st centuries, showing that our

between Dorset and Yorkshire and

villages and small towns still reflect

extending into East Anglia.

the agricultural economy of which

Elsewhere, villages and small towns

they were once an integral part.

are smaller, fragmented areas.
The expansion of the major urban
The same concept of nucleation

areas, first by 19th century

and dispersal was used in a research

industrial development, and later

paper published by English

by the spread of commerce and low
density housing, raises another

Shaded areas: 1991 Census study
Market and university towns
Areas with transient population
Towns in country
Growth corridors

Vertical hatching: 2001 Census study
Regional centres
Prospering smaller towns
New and growing towns
Prospering southern England

factor of relevance to the future of
small towns and villages, that is the
extent to which some now fall
within the housing market and

employment areas of large towns
and cities. More people are

travelling greater distances from
home to work, especially those in
the financial or other very highly
paid sectors. However, surveys

reveal that the majority still work
within 12-15 miles of home,

suggesting that beyond that
distance from metropolis, small

towns and villages retain a degree of

self containment and may thus
claim to be sustainable in terms of
their environmental demands.
Prospering England 1991 2001

The Government and its agencies
defines 'urban' as settlements of
over 10,000 population (see map
below),

j
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Social and economic circumstances
which includes many small towns

will differ within and between these

within the same classification as

rural regions and will affect the

major cities and divides other small

issues small towns and villages may

and medium sized towns from the

be facing.

the rural area of which they form

Growth and Protection

within the same classification as

Manchester, Leeds and London,

The towns and villages of the rural

although they have a far greater

regions range from those feeling

affinity with their surrounding

the pressure for development to

rural areas.

those with a need for regeneration.
As a generality, the more remote

An alternative classification can be

from urban centre of prosperity,

made by defining a metropolitan

the more apparent the need for

area of cities and towns whose

regeneration but there are villages

economic functions, housing

and small towns where a local

market and employment areas form

industry such as mining or fishing

a continuous urban system. Over

has collapsed and these may be

the years, these metropolitan areas

found in all regions. The corollary

have expanded, pushing back the

is also apparent that closeness to

remaining rural regions. A recent

metropolis will fuel the demand for

development has been the linking

development. In recent years, the

of the metropolitan Midlands with

areas under pressure from inward

the Greater London metropolis,

migration have been East Anglia

dividing rural Britain into three

and the South West but as the map

parts:

at the top of the next column

•

rural Northern Scotland,

shows, all parts of the rural regions

already divided from

are receiving people from the

Southern Scotland by the

metropolitan areas.

central Scottish metropolis
•

rural Southern Scotland,
Northern and East
England, now divided from

•

rural Southern and
Western England and

Wales (see following map).

There are some 6,000 villages in
Britain with parish or community

populations totalling about three
and a half million. In his seminal

part. By this definition, cities such
as Exeter, Norwich and Carlisle fall

The Villages

study of The Anatomy of the
Village 7 Thomas Sharpe suggested
that there were two basic forms of
village, one developed along a
highway, the other in the form of a

square or triangle. In both cases
there might be significant gaps or

undeveloped fields within the
village, often part of a farm or glebe
land. In some rural areas, villages
are loose scatters of houses or farms
set round common land (or
common land later enclosed but
not built upon).
When the 1947 Planning Acts

came into force (in 1948) the
County Councils were required to
identify what became known as key
villages, which offered a range of
basic services such as school, shops,
church, hall and recreation ground.
It was expected that Rural District
Councils would concentrate their

housing (being built primarily for
returning service men and women)
in these selected villages which
would also have priority in securing

schemes for mains water and sewer
age under the Rural Water Supplies

and Sewerage Act. The future of

the village was still seen as tied to

was changing. Village shops could

areas it depends upon residents

the fortunes of farming, but despite

not compete with supermarkets in

whose economic and social

the support given under the Agri

nearby towns, increasingly available

interests lie mainly elsewhere, who

culture Act of 1947, people were

as car ownership spread. It was

are willing to travel for most of

leaving the land in greater numbers

becoming apparent that the

their needs and who find this a

than the service men were return

population needed to support

price worth paying for their place in

ing. The mechanization of farming

village facilities was increasing more

was undermining the village com

the country. Protected by a conser

than any village was growing and

vation area and a policy restricting

munity.

that even the key village was at risk.

development, the village meets the

That situation continued for some

Over the years the policy changed

of city life.

15 years post War, except in vil

to restrict village development in

lages close to major cities where

favour of town growth, where

incomers were upsetting the local

This description of the village today

housing and new employment

communities by commuting back

may fit the south of England more

could be accommodated and

to the city to work. However, in the

than the north or the uplands of

services sustained. This constraint

1960s the trend began to be re

Wales and Scotland or the

upon the village not only ensured

versed, at first very slowly but grad

abandoned mining and industrial

that it could support minimal

ually gathering pace. New roads

villages, but it seems that the same

facilities but that in areas of high

and increasing car ownership were

trends are national, if slower where

in-migration the newcomer would

opening up rural Britain to a new

inward migration is less. The extent

outbid the locals in the housing

population. The response of the

of change in the village is a subject

market and create the need for

Planning Authorities was to reiter

calling for more research. At one

what is termed 'affordable housing',
cheaper homes to be provided as a

that it was the subject of many

condition of planning permission

studies but sociologists seem to

ate the importance of the key vil

lage in accommodating any new

development and to contain it else

needs of those escaping the stresses

or by Housing Associations. The

where through the device of an en

response of the rural community to

velope, a line drawn round the

the urban invasion has been mixed.

village to prevent expansion and to
permit infilling. This has proved to

be a rather crude tool not only
causing importent spaces to be lost

farm workers and to see outdated
some areas farmers were able to sell

village farm houses and relocate

troduced to protect the quality of

the core of the historic village.
As the demand for new housing

outside the village. Over the years,
many villages have lost their links

with the land and the farmers and
their families have joined the flock
who shop in the superstores in
town and yet bemoan the demise of

spread into the countryside so the

village life. Yet in some villages a

provision of services began to

shop, a post office and a school

contract. The mechanization of

remain and children still walk

agriculture had meant the demise

morning and afternoon along the

of the blacksmith; the wheelwright
had lost out to the pneumatic tyre;

village street, girls ride horses,

and for some years the County

still football and cricket teams and

Councils had been closing village
schools on the grounds of
efficiency and that they could not

offer the range of teaching available
in larger primary schools. At the
same time the servicing of farming

and the provision of retail services

attention elsewhere.

The Small Town

barns converted into houses. In

modern designs amongst older tra
that the conservation area was in

have turned their collective

Farmers were pleased to be able to

sell cottages no longer needed for

but allowing bungalows and poor
ditional buildings. It was only later

time the village was of such concern

people exercise their dogs, there are
annually a fete is held. The pub
survives, albeit more for eating out

than drinking within.

The village faces an uncertain
future because it has lost its
original raison d'etre and in many

8

In 1943, at the height of the Sec
ond World War, a conference on
the future of the country town con
cluded that the recovery of farming
fortunes would not be sufficient to
sustain the town and that they
should be 'allocated' a share of light
industry in post war plans. Most
small towns, especially those in the
'country' had to wait a couple of

decades before that hope material
ised (and some are still hoping) but
there was plenty of post war activity
as they strove to meet housing
needs, find sites for new schools
and the new NHS equipped doc
tors to play their part. If not exactly

thriving, the towns held their own.

A Rural Industries Bureau was es
tablished to help find work to off
set the fall in agricultural

employment and during the 1960s

with its larger neighbours, but the

job creation was one of the major

centre has suffered.

As with villages, so the historic
parts of small towns have been

designated as conservation areas,

roles of County Planning Depart
ments. In 1952, the Town Develop

In tourist areas the central space

ment Act offered small towns the

has been taken up by cafes and

is proposed. Some argue that age is

opportunity to expand by reaching

restaurants and most small towns

paramount (and would strip a

agreements with major cities to ac

have more than their 'fair' share of

building to its earliest state

commodate those needing new

charity shops. A gradual adjustment

consistent with structural stability),

homes and to provide sites for firms

has taken place. Some of the new

But others take a more aesthetic

moving out of the city. The purpose

investment has produced

view, noting that all towns have

was to lessen city congestion and

development insensitive to the

changed with time and if the new is

overcrowding, but for the receiving

historic character of the town,

of potentially higher quality than

town the expansion would secure

whose central core is now

the old, it should be admitted.

its future by raising both its size and

surrounded by new residential and

That, they say, would be living

status. Until abandoned in favour

commercial estates sometimes

conservation. How to manage the

of the mega new town (e.g. Milton

served by a new relief or ring road.

historic core to protect it and to

Keynes), no less than 70 towns were

These estates are frequently

keep it alive is a real issue for many

expanded under the Act.

criticised but they have been a price

small towns.

raising concerns whenever change

local communities have had to pay

This Government sponsored migra

for the town to remain viable.

tion into the rural regions was soon

Examples range from Thame in

overtaken by a far greater un

Oxfordshire to Tavistock in Devon.

planned movement out of the ma
jor cities, to a larger number of
towns over a wider area. Between

Facing the Future

As with the village, the population

There are some 10 million people

required to sustain local services

living in the rural regions and their

and facilities continues to rise as

numbers are rising. They mostly

in the rural regions increased by

commercial, health and education

live in and are served by a number

over 200% their number of house

managements strive to give greater

of cities and larger towns (such as

value for money and to remain

Ipswich, Lincoln, York, Carlisle,

efficient. One issue faced by the

Gloucester, Dundee and Exeter)

1951 and 1991 some small towns

holds. These were mostly in the
south of England, in the Midlands
and East Anglia. In Wales, in the
north of England and in Scotland

the increases were more modest but
were mostly over 50%, except in
very remote areas.

small town is to what size would it

and some 600 small towns. The

aspire to remain viable and how

rural economy is generally healthy

many of the 600 small towns (of

but there are areas in need of re

less than 40,000 population) in

generation. The economy

Britain can continue to provide

comprises five main sectors:

their present range of services and
Until between 1970 and 1980,

small town life still focussed on the
town centre, shops and offices in
the main streets and service trades

in yards to the rear. Car parking
became a necessity and in many

towns sen/ice industry moved to
new premises to make space for the
car. The new trading estate at
tracted a wider range of occupant

wherever parking was essential to
business. Such an outer location
was ideal for the new superstores,

selling food and DIY products, for
builders' merchants, council offices

facilities? Government seems to

Farming, Forestry and

have decided that almost all the

Fishing

thousands of new homes preceded

Tourism

to be required in the rural regions

Industry and commerce:

should be located in the larger

'exporting' its produce and

centres, where it is said that

services

employment is more readily

Commerce and

available, but studies have shown

Commercial Services

that business has been as successful

meeting local demand

within small towns and villages as

Public Services and

in larger cities and the case for

Facilities including Health

restricting small town growth has

and Education

not been made. It may be popular

with many incomers who favour the
status quo, but they may find less

and doctors' surgeries. Out of cen

favour with the policy if local

tre trade has been good for the

services decline.

Fishing has an uncertain future but
it has to be assumed that however

CAP reform proceeds, farming and
forest and foi'estry will continue to
contribute to the regional

small town, allowing it to compete
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economy. Likewise with tourism, but

encouraged.

directly in decision taking by district

that industry is subject to many

There is concern that the rural re

councils and unitary authorities,

outside influences. While cheap

gions will be increasingly a preserve

although it is appreciated that

foreign flights remain available, the

of the wealthy. Perhaps the provi

decisions mostly involve wider issues

home industry is likely to continue

sions of the Town Development Act

than those with which local councils

to serve a secondary market of day

could be invoked to offer a better life

may be concerned. Growth is one

trips, short stays and particular

to people trapped in metropolitan

major issue which raises questions

interest holidays. The Scottish

poverty with central government

other than how the present

Highlands, the Lakes and the South

grants to support the necessary per

population see it. Many present

West are heavily dependent upon

sonal services. Some small towns and

residents would not be resident if

tourism, although parts of Devon,

villages have potential to help meet

nimby attitudes had coloured earlier

Somerset and Dorset have developed

national social and economic aims if

decisions and the town may have

other sectors of the economy over

they have the will and political cour

been the lesser as a result.

the past few decades. For example, in

age to do so.

The New Towns were opposed by

south Somerset is a thriving cluster
of small high tech firms.
Studies made of the rural economy 9
have indicated that it differs little
from the urban economy with the

possible exception of some special
ized financial services. Indeed, the
combined output of businesses in
the rural regions makes a significant
contribution to the national econ
omy and forecasts suggest that parts

of the shires of southern England
will experience growth at a higher
than national rate. In contrast there
are areas within the rural regions,
such as Millom in Cumbria, where
regeneration remains a priority.

Perhaps the greatest boost to the
rural economy has come from

inward migration, bringing a skilled
labour force and entrepreneurial
skills as well as wealthy retired
people. This has raised the level of
prosperity, supported commercial

investment and local service trades.
The cost in terms of land loss is not
high 10 although greater pressure is
put on public services. By locating

development in and around small
towns, local councils have helped
sustain their level of service and they
can more effectively meet the criteria

for sustainable development "
Rather than more effectively
constrain small town expansion or
divert it to major city extensions, as

at Exeter and Plymouth, growth in
the rural regions might be

A Demographic Deficit
In Wales the Assembly and in
Scotland the Parliament are demo

cratically elected and seem closer to
the populace than are the nominated

Regional Assemblies in England.
Northern Ireland is still
administered from London via

Stormont. Who therefore decides
upon the future of small towns and
villages in the rural regions?
It is recognised that there is a

Conservative councils and Urban
Development Corporations were

opposed by Labour boroughs. How
to balance between national or
regional needs and local aspirations?
At present, decision taking seems
weighted too far towards the centre,
while local opinion reflects an illadvised minority; therein lies the

democratic deficit.
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Local Government White Paper
On 26th October the Department

for Communities atid Local Gov
ernment published its new vision

of local government, the long
awaited Strong and Prosperous

Communities - The Local Govern
ment White Paper.

'Our vision is of revitalised local
authorities, working with their
partners, to reshape public services
around the citizens and communi
ties that use them.'
Proposals under the section Re-

sponsive Services and Empowered
Communities include strengthen
ing the ability of councillors to act
as champions for their community

via a new Community Call for Acdon. This will give local people a

that these better serve local com

munities, with a new fund to sup

that the best way to deliver the best

port local authorities refurbishing

services to local people is at a local

assets for transfer to community

level.1

groups. This follows the ODPM
Report Community Ownership
and Management ofAssets.

The White Paper has nine chap
ters and annexes covering respon

sive services and empowered
communities, effective, accounta

ble and responsive local govern
ment, strong cities and strategic
regions, local government as strate
gic leader and place-shaper, per
formance framework, efficiency in

transforming local services and
community cohesion.

Committee on residents' behalf.
This will bring all council services

in line with proposed Home Of
fice legislation on community safe

ing those published alongside the
White Paper, such as the regula
tory impact assessment for the
white paper, consultation re
sponses on local strategic partner

ships and inspection, and related
research papers.

better and timelier information on

the quality of local services, includ

LGA comments

on the White Paper
Commenting on the Local

authorities' performance against

Government White Paper, Sandy

national outcome indicators and a

Bruce-Lockhart, the Chairman of

set of indicators on citizen satisfac

the Local Government Association,

tion.

which represents more than 400

context is the review of barriers to
increasing community manage

ment and ownership of under
used local community assets so

developing the ability of local
people to participate in society,

local democracy and decision-mak
ing both through direct participa
tion and as their representatives.
Many local authorities have

devolved and set up Service Level
Agreements with voluntary and
community organisations for a wide

mental enhancement. For its part,
the voluntary and community

sector needs to do more to address
the challenges associated with

governance, probity and financial
stewardship for smaller voluntary
organisations and less formally
established community groups.'

The LGA will be working both with
partner organisations in follow up

ing annual publication of local

Particularly notable in a heritage

sector plays a considerable role in

central departments and with other

ty-

The White Paper also promotes

'The voluntary and community

issues, work training and environ

has links to all documents, includ

a Council's Overview and Scrutiny

sector, he added

range of their work including social

decisions taken by their council,

cilities to waste management with

the community and voluntary

http://www.communities.gov.uk/
index.asp?id= 1137789

issues from housing, to leisure fa

On the White Paper proposals on

The webpage

more powerful voice to question

with councillors able to raise all

local government and the belief

councils in England and Wales
found the White Paper
'encouraging' and a significant step

on long road to devolution. 'The
White Paper reflects the growing

confidence in, and competence of,
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work to the White Paper, including
the Regional Development

Agencies, the Learning and Skills
Council, Confederation of British

Industry, National Council of
Voluntary Organisations,

Association of Chief Executives of
Voluntary Organisations, the NHS

Confederation and the National
Association of Voluntary and
Community Action.

Heritage Link says

Make Consultation Really
Matter
In response to the Local
Government White Paper Heritage

Link publishes the full report of its
research Making Consultation Matter.

If constructive participation is to be
realised through this White Paper,

the issues arising for planning
consultation experience need to be
addressed.
Anthea Case Chairman of Heritage
Link said The country is fortunate

in having a lively and enthusiastic
network of community groups to
stand up for our heritage and the
local environment. Heritage Link

urges central and local government
to involve them more in the

planning decisions that affect all

dations: to DCLG over the
potential of the Local Government

our lives.'

Heritage Link's research gathered
through nearly 200 local groups in
2005 indicates serious concerns that
local planning authorities lack the
staff, skills, capacity and experience

White Paper to improve participa

tion and to use the Planning
Delivery Grant to support the
related skills and competencies

required by local government.

to deal effectively with Government

Published on 31sr October, the Full

expectations for community

Report undertaken by Heritage

involvement. Heritage groups want

Link's Land-Use Planning Working

to be involved. 52% believe they

Group was produced with support

can make a positive difference to

from English Heritage to inform

the quality of local and regional

Heritage Counts 2006. In addition to

planning outcomes. But Highways

the Full Report, responses from the

Proposal consultations were

national, regional and local societies

perceived as the least satisfactory

are catalogued in the Appendices.

with consultations on Regional
Spatial Strategies also scoring very
low.
Heritage Link has written to
potential partners to enlist support

to implement a range of recommen

A Look in the Mirror - reflecting forwards

See

www.heritagelink.org.uk/docs/MC
M__full.pdf and
www.heritagelink.org.uk/docs/MC
M_ReportAppendices.pdf Back

Ray Green

It was assumed that elected councils truly represented

Back in the golden days of town and country plan

local opinion and that other means of public participa

ning, after the end of the Second World War there

tion were not necessary - indeed that they might only

was an assumption of stability, communities returning

attract vested interests. My experience working in

to their traditional industries supported by a full em

County Durham, West Sussex and Norfolk between

ployment policy. Industrial location was controlled by

1954 and 1970 was that small urban and rural councils

central Government the object being to take work to

did fairly well represent the views of their electors.

the workers rather than people having to migrate to

However this was apparently less the case in main cities

find employment. The acute post-war shortage of

and Metropolitan boroughs and a report advised

housing was being met by large local authority pro

greater public participation which was realised mainly

grammes, which were generally welcome, as were plans

by seeking public response to published reports of sur

to establish the new education and health services.

vey and draft plans and by holding public meetings.

Planning responsibility lay with the County Councils

The result was to give a mouthpiece to the middle

who prepared plans for development in towns and

classes and to interested parties but it failed to attract

villages and who shared development control with

much response from the majority who preferred to re

their urban and rural districts and boroughs. County

main silent.

Borough Councils were separate planning, housing
and highway authorities, somewhat akin to present

In 1974, local government 'reform' brought planning

day unitary authorities. The Planning Act (1947) speci

both closer to the public and yet more remote. Local

fied that there must be survey before plan but central

Plans and development control were given to the new

concern was with formal content being left to local

district councils but the districts were much larger,

politicians advised by their professional officers. Plans

amalgamating half a dozen of the old rural and urban

were subject to Inquiry by Ministry appointed Inspec

districts and boroughs. The new councils may have

tors but their task was to consider objections. There

been more viable but they were more remote from the

was some direct Government action such as setting up

electors. The County Councils retained an overview,

New Town Corporations, but this was the exception

deciding the broad distribution of housing and

rather than the rule.
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employment land in their Structure Plans. County

which the regional arms of central Government can be

Boroughs were demoted to district status. Interested

major players in producing spatial strategies. Two years

parties and individuals had to participate at both

as yet in the making the Regional Strategy for the South

Structure and Local plan levels because a decision in

West seems little different from an assembly of the

principle in the Structure Plan could pre-determine the

discarded structure plans, except that the process is even

amount of development in a town or village and even its

more remote from the populace. To be fair, the

general location. To add to the public's difficulties

Assembly has made great efforts to consult and appears

'plans' became long statements of policy mostly couched

to welcome comment but whether this amounts to

in quasi-legal language supported by diagrams equally

public participation is less certain. The District

obscure. The plans took far longer to prepare than had

Authorities are now required to implement the regional

been anticipated and many were halfway through their

strategy through what are called local development

(usually 15 years) plan period before they were formally

frameworks. In some places these follow sub-regional

adopted. The delays could not always be laid at the

studies (usually made jointly with the districts), which

Council's door, procedures devised by central

identify possible areas for development; elsewhere the

Government being also responsible.

district is free to distribute development where it wishes,
provided it complies with regional policy and meets its

Post 1974, we experienced a steady growth in central

housing allocation. To ensure progress, the Government

Government intervention in local government planning.

required all District Councils and Unitary Authorities to

This may have reflected growing concern at the decline

submit their programme for local development

in manufacturing employment and the opening up of

frameworks and state their priorities in local

the North-South socio-economic divide. With rising un

development statements. These statements should

employment, job creation had risen in local authority

indicate how the Councils will form partnerships with

priorities and new trading estates were being added to

local stakeholders, including those who will provide the

most towns, whether large or small. They attracted out

infrastructure to support new developments. Realising

of town stores and service industry. Early planning

that resources for infrastructure are falling far short of

policy guidance issued by central Government

requirements the Government is considering how to

concerned industrial and commercial development,

increase the contribution of the developer through

small industry and simplified planning zones, town

'planning gain', the collection by the Planning Authority

centres and retail development. There was also advice on

of some of the increased value of the land consequent

housing, transport and tourism and on the statutory

upon the grant of planning permission (moneys

system of structure and local plans. By 2002, there were

otherwise known as betterment). Finally as if to confirm

25 operative planning policy guidances, some of which

how centralised planning is becoming the norm,

had been revised. Termed guidance they were difficult

Government have recently re-titlecl Policy Guidance as

not to follow because Inspectors would expect

Policy Statements and to date these new documents

compliance in assessing plans and appeals. Additionally,

cover Housing, Sustainable Waste Management,

the Department of State published projections of

Regional Spatial Strategies and local Development

household formation in each County and District. It has

Frameworks, Renewable Energy and Pollution.

become known from research that total land
development reflected closely the number of houses

The question arises how should the Association

being built within the same broad area. Planning

responded to this centralisation of planning policy and

Authorities were expected to plan for the projected

power? When the Association was formed it saw as its

increase in their area and by this means Government

primary task the support of individual societies or local

broadly controlled the distribution of development. It is

councils, but now perhaps it should bring to the fore

not surprising that housing figures have become - and

its claim that it could become the national voice of

remain - a major issue of contention in the preparation

Small Historic Towns and Villages to see that their

of plans, and in particular that element which assesses

interests are represented regionally. As a first step we

migration.

might form regional groupings and engage in the

By the turn of the century it had become clear that

communities.

making of both regional strategies and sustainable

planning had become the handmaiden of central
Government and could be used to achieve 'sustainable

communities'. It must have seemed a logical step to
transfer structure planning to Regional Assemblies in
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Engaging Young People Jfl^ » %
in Heritage

*

■

An ASHTAV

Involving
Youth
Seminar
in 2007?
The programme may start

with a short talk on Black
History in the rural
environment, followed by a
The demographic profile of

generated on a sugar or cotton

heritage activists is skewed towards

plantation?

the retired. How to engage young

people is a perennial challenge;
ASHTAV has a suggestion.

Two of the attributes that young
people bring to projects are

idealism and a desire to shock and
challenge. The celebrations of the
bicentenary of the abolition of
slavery in 2007 could be a

community project, which would
suit

grants available to celebrate the
bicentenary of abolition and has a

special interest in what may initially

arguments for slavery, for young
people it is essentially a black and
white issue.

Whereas a great deal is known

about the traffic in slaves, much of
the history of black people and
their exploitation has been swept

under the carpet. If, and when,
revealed, as it will be in 2007, it
will shock.

But there was no slavery in small
historic towns and villages; or was

there? Records of slaves have been
suppressed, there were certainly a

good number who worked the land
and many were used as domestic
servants. Also, from where did the
money come to build the village's

involve someone from the
Heritage Lottery Fund and
it has been suggested that

Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF): "We

The Prince's Trust have
accumulated tremendous

also want to encourage the building

expertise in this area.

seem peripheral. To quote The

of new and successful partnerships
in 2007 - not only with larger
heritage organisations and
collections, but also between

Idealism. There are no acceptable

'big house'.7

The Heritage Lottery Fund has

how to set up and fund a
project involving
youngsters.
For this
component, we seek to

smaller community-basecl and
voluntary groups - so that together
we can transform our

Finally there will be a
Gateway Garden Trust
presentation. Which will
include "BITTERSWEET",
their project to engage

slave trade and its legacy in African

young people with the
anniversary of the abolition

and Caribbean history and cultural

of slavery in 2007.

understanding of the history of the

heritage in Britain."Smaller
community and voluntary groups

Our format has become a

exactly describes ASHTAV's

networking lunch - the

members."

business of the day -tea

Amenity societies are ideally

and cakes - followed by a

positioned to lead and engage with

conducted walk by the

young people, through helping to

hosting amenity society.

deliver National Curriculum

"Citizenship" targets in schools,
Scouts and Guides, Duke of
Edinburgh Awards through

projects that focus the small local
events and history that both
exemplify and make relevant the
wider picture.

Was the money

Dan Wild
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Do tell Dan whether you feel this
makes an attractive programme.

Email : danwild@danwild.net
or phone:01684566543

THE INSPECTOR SAYS

A column of extracts from the planning press
prepared and annotated by John Bishton.
Quality of life
A answer that may be of use and
importance to ASHTAV members

has appeared in response to an en
quiry and been published in the
RTP. ' s Planning magazine, it con

It matters little whether subsequent leg

islation is used to tidy up ill-drafted law.
Planning Policy Statements carry

more weight than P.P.Guidance
once did.

cerns an application by a take-away

owner to remove a Condition con
trolling its hours of opening, so it

Intrusion/overlooking

could serve take-aways throughout

A recent decision in central Lon

the hours for which it is licensed.

don may have implications else

The applicant argued that since the

where. It related to overlooking of

Planning Authority and the Licens

moorings of barges, but it could

ing Authority were one and the

have implications for many river

same, and no problems had arisen

side situations. The inspector de

with the police and environmental

cided that a minimum of 25metres

health officers about the licence,

was needed between overlooking

the application was allowable. This

windows and the barges, to protect

proposes the question of which

the privacy and amenity of residents

laws take precedence. The answer is

in the flats.

that the legislation is complementa
ry. Matters arising under licensing

DCS No: 100043717

laws are Material to Planning Per
missions, but the more stringent

Granny annexe become a

controls may be applied in the in

separate family dwelling

terests of land use and environmen
tal impact. Cases were cited from
London earlier this year (DCS:
100043430) where an inspector

refused to allow a pub to open after
midnight though the licensing au

thority had permitted opening until
3.30am. The inspector held that the
planning system requires a broader
approach to local amenity than the
licensing one. In another case, in

Hampshire, (DCS 100038087), the
inspector held that controls under

the 2003 Act of noise levels do not
remove the council's duty to ensure

that land-uses are compatible. He
also noted that PPS 6 advises that

planning authorities should manage
the night-time and evening econo
my.

A building containing 120sq.m. of

space had been subject to a condi
tion requiring it to remain part of

pose made, or tfie^ will soon become

redundant for several possible reasons.
One problem that will arise is where to
put a car, if there has to be one.
DCS No: OT100-043-496

Off-site affordable
provision acceptable
A proposal for off-site affordable
provision has been allowed by an
inspector. He accepted that it
would be impractical to make pro
vision on the same site as an open

market development of sheltered
apartments, and accepted that a
financial contribution could suffice
for subsidised development else
where. Also, the potential develop
ment was objected to by English
Nature because of its proximity to
Thames Basin Heaths Special Pro
tection

Area.

The

inspector

thought that the new residents
were less likely to affect these sites
than the people who might live in
the houses to be replaced.
DCS No: 100043144
This could surely be a way forward for
businesses, and hard-pressed authori
ties making sites available and creat
ing jobs in other places.

the main dwelling. Its size pre
vented it from being re-absorbed
into the main dwelling.
The Council wished to see it used
for alternative business, tourism,
sport or recreation. The inspector
supported its release for a house
because that would be more sustain
able in that it would generate signif
icantly fewer car trips through a
small village.
There will be many a barn attached to
a coaching inn -even ones converted into

bowling alleys that this could apply to,
when village centre pubs cease trading
and don't compete in the ., restaurant
business. Sports' facilities should be pur
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New village on
green-belt site rejected

A proposal to develop a new
village at the centre of a former
armed forces base in Shropshire
has been rejected. It would

include a village hall, a shop and a

green on less than 2 hectacres.
The inspector shared the council's

view that it would detract from
the openness of the area. The
inspector noted that the parties
were in discussion about
affordable housing, but concluded
that the development would not
be small-scale and this did not
allay her concerns about the effect
on the openness. Other sequential

about the local housing market's
ability to meet the needs of older
people needing residential care
and their affordability. Though
there were limited facilities availa
ble in the settlement, it has bus
services and could supply a signifi
cant proportion of the necessary
staff.

sites had not been explored.
DCS No: 100042767
Don't be surprised if this one reap

pears at a higher level. As the armed
forces are re-organised and some bases
are abandoned there are a lot of sites
to be utilised and most will be in the
countryside. Do the;y not present great
opportunities?

Green Belt in
Kent is Saved
Kent is Saved! A large scheme in
cluding replacement of inappropri

ate school and memorial hall
buildings and 22 affordable homes,
on three different sites in a village

The Secretary of State has
overruled an inspector and
granted permission for 300 homes
in a green wedge in Berkshire,
despite policy that it be retained.

The scheme had the council's
support as a means of providing
larger affordable homes in the
South-East.
DCS No: 100043779

DCS No: 100043245
Benefits all round. Efficient represen
tation at County Council level shown
here, job creation is facilitated.

Combatting Canal Cuts

November saw the largest demonstration across Brit
ain in support of its historic canals. People turned

in the green belt, has not had the

out in their thousands because they feared that sav

inspector's support. The local devel

ways will reverse the steady progress made in

opment plan specifically excludes,

age cuts in aid from Government to British Water

The Secretary of State has

green belt land from the rural ex

stroll along a tidy towpath and how much they avoid
a walk on the wild side along rubbish infested sour

ceptions policy. The benefits of the

backwaters.

scheme did not in her view out

it the centre lacks the will, perhaps it is up to towns

weigh the urbanising effect. Al

and villages to invest and value their canal assets.

though the benefits would amount
to very special circumstances they

did not outweigh the the harm. The
weakness of the case was the hous

ing needs survey which failed to
establish that all the needs should
be met within this village or on the
green belt site.
DCS No: 100042860
Affordable carrots seem to have their
[imitations. This has probably been
an expensive bit of site assembly.
How long will it have to wait before
the urbanisation of villages makes it
acceptable?

Permanent Caravan Park

An attempt to site 22 park homes
in a disused quarry on the edge of
village and conservation area has
failed. The inspector found that a
27% increase in size is not a smallscale development in a village. It
would also have affected the view,
though only slightly.lt is the arithme
tic that is important here. The inspec
tor was prepared to accept such
dwellings as part of overall housing
provision and a low-cost solution to
housing shortage.
DCS No: 1O00100-04

reducing neglect and decay across inland waterways.
There's no doubting how much people appreciarc a

Canal Heritage Trail

supported an inspector's
recommendation to refuse an
application for development on
5.6 hect.acres of land in a
strategic gap in Hampshire,
because it would extend built
development towards the sea and
lose grade 1 agricultural land.
50% of the homes would have
been affordable. She also found
that to grant it would prejudice
the preparation of the Local
Development Framework.
DCS No: 100043449

Look at the 6 mile Canal Heritage Trail that leads
from

Nottingham to Btoxtowe. Since 1977,

Broxtowe borough council has owned the canal and
maintained it as a nature preserve and walking trail.
Visitors do not have to "mess about in boats" but
may enjoy the area by renting accommodation in

tethered craft. The scheme adds value to the canal
and boosts the local economy.

A Floating Holiday Village
A development group called "Water of Leith 2000"
are planning to revive ideas first thought of 25 years

ago by local architect David Stamp. If brought to fru
ition they will form a memorial to his vision for, sad
ly, he died this November after collapsing whilst
cycling in North Berwick.

David bought a mile stretch of shore along the dere

Both applicants were able to quote
precedents. There were significant
differences. All applications are
unique in this small island. There will
need to be great skill in design to en
sure that the first of these applications
does not lead to cheap building that is
difficult to maintain and might be
come a slum in future. Perhaps an
affordable house can become a nestegg-

lict Leith waterway and his idea was to make the
area attractive, to provide accommodation for holidaymakers and top create a vibrant community mix
ing small business with leisure opportunities along

Fred Multon, director of Water of Leith 2000 has
made a commitment to do his best to make his fel
low director's vision a reality. Two office barges on

have arrived on The Shore and a third is set to arrive.
Ocean Mi.st, a cruise ship once owned by the Guin
ness family, will begin a new lite as a piano bar,
nightclub and restaurant operation with the onomat
opoeic name of Cruz.

The aim is to build a waterside holiday resort with

Care Home in

Small Settlement

An inspector has allowed a care
home for mentally ill elderly peo
ple on the edge of a settlement in
North Yorkshire. The county
council had recorded concerns
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twin advantages: small town location in Leith, and
facile access to the city of Edinburgh, nearby.

A large number of MARKET TOWNS
are experimenting with FREE

NEWS FROM ACROSS THE UK

PARKING on one or more shopping
days in the weeks leading to Christmas in

the hope of increasing local sales and

City of Durham Trust wins

Epping Town Council fear

its Battle over

that the definition of back gardens

the Durham Ice-Rink Site
Joy has broken out across the ASHTAV

as "brownfield sites"

allows

developers to spoil surburbia. At

creating economic vibrancy. Shopkeepers

across the UK are grumbling that trade is
being drained away by the combination of
Internet sales, the success of out-of-town
superstores (with their inevitable "freeparking) and the increase in the numbers

city of DURHAM this Christmas.

the Town's Annual Meeting,

Communities and Local Government Sec

Councillor Dunseath mentioned a

"public car-parks". Pressure from traders

retary Ruth Kelly has rescinded the city

Private Members Bill which had

has persuaded many councillors that

council's decision to grant a developer

just been defeated in Parliament

planning permission for 93 flats, cultural

that offered protection for gardens

space and a leisure/heritage/retail scheme
on the banks of the River Wear in the
city's conservation area on the site a

as "green open spaces". She hoped

"something must be clone"; although
providing tempting free car parking goes

against national guidelines

aimed at

reducing greenhouse emissions.

that the Bill would be re-presented

former ice-rink.

in the future as if supported it

Ms Kelly has decided that the development

would enable towns to be retained

would harm the conservation area and the

of local authorities which charge for

"as they should be".

city's World Heritage Site containing its

More conflict may arise if Kate Barker's
ideas for planning reform are adopted
which would encourage urban sprawl and
cut delays that slow in the numbers of
superstores.

marvellous cathedral and castle. She felt it
would 'seriously detract from the iconic

TEWKESBURY , an ASHTAV town,

view north from Prebends Bridge' and

has a different issue - parking regulation

would have a 'significant adverse effect' on

enforcement has been undermined by the

the setting of the historic buildings.

suspension of the town's only traffic

The council approved the plan a few days

warden because

before Christmas 2005, but it was 'called

conflict of interests between his two jobs:

in' at the request of the city's MP Roberta

THAME Town Council is to seek funding

Blackman-Woods, a plea that was en

to improve the town hall clock .

dorsed by the local civic society and Eng
lish Heritage.

A modern mechanism will keep better
time and might contain a controller that

Durham Trust secretary Dr Douglas

could manage the striking of hours, and

Pocock has welcomed Ruth Kelly's verdict

toll special occasions like New Year. The

and said it called into question the judge

Council are considering night-time illumi

ment of the council's planners while trust

nation and golden detailing.

chairman Roger Cornwell said the council
had tried to get the application through 'in
a hurry'.

warden and taxi -driver.

Apparently, there's been so much double
and inconsiderate parking that at times

Tewkesbury has ground to a halt.

Shoppers and shopkeepers have pleaded
for a restoration of law and order!

Its aim is raise the profile of its town hall.

INDEPENDENCE FROM

A recent report that the Council commis

D.C. FOR T.I.C.

sioned suggested such a move as part of a

As always, such haste makes rallying oppo

bundle of measures to improve the eco

sition difficult. ASHTAV salutes the Dur

nomic viability and vitality of the town.

ham Trust for pulling out all the stops and

of a perception of a

As of 22 October 2006, responsibility
for the running of Corsham's Tourist
Information and Heritage Centre

for broadcasting such a stentorian call to

(CTI&HC) transferred from North

arms.

Apologies are due to
Chorleywood which the
Editor casually transferred to
leafy Bucks in the last
ASHTAV magazine, It is, of
course, a fine place in

Hertfordshire and only its

Wiltshire District Council into the

hands of the Corsham Area Develop
ment Trust - a not-for-profit, limited
by guarantee company, registered at
Companies House in July 2006.

The Development Trust has two direc
tors - Peter Tapscott ( Vice Chairman

glory is seen in Bucks. No

and Publicity Officer of Corsham

doubt, Hertfordshire spines

Civic Society) and Ian Storey.

stiffened that was due to the
County being a favourite
Durham Trust is joining the growing clamour to

haunt for hedgehogs.

reduce excessive street clutter. This is a "safer" round
about solution in Durham. The Trust has invented
the derisory term "polework".
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This model may serve as a prototype

for other ASHTAV towns that need to
protect the future of theirs TICs.

Plugging the Leaks
Making the most of every pound that enters your local econom;

Keeping money in
the community
Suppose you paint a pound coin red and watch
where it goes. Every time it changes hands it
means income for a local person. If the red paint
were to come off onto people's fingertips, how
many people would have red fingers before the
money finally left the community? The more times
it circulates, the better it is for the local economy.

Money stays locally if it is spent on wages for
local people, buying local vegetables and relending in the area local savings. Money leaves in

energy bills, salaries to non-local people, profit to
investors based outside the area, insurance
premiums and taxes.

This will

Plugging the Leaks

enable communities to find out how

money
leaves
their
areas
and
identify
opportunities for plugging some of their leaks.

It is a fact of life that money is usually sucked from
poorer communities to richer. If, instead, economic
activity is shifted towards places where resources are
relatively underused (for example, a lot of people are

out of work) it causes an overall increase in produc
tion. So Plugging the Leaks can be good for the
national as well as the local economy. Supporting

local business also has social benefits, such as build
ing greater self-reliance and helping more people to
work where they live, rather than commuting to areas
with stronger economies.

This Page

Page 19

Keeping Money in the

The Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) is the leading

Community

organisation in the USA supporting community eco

&

nomic development. They say that Plugging the

The Benefits of Plugging the

Leaks '...is not a call for isolationism.

Leaks

makes all the products it will want.

No community

Understanding Local Money

ance can help a town to improve its comparative

Flows

advantage...marketing local produce, using water

But cost-effective

import replacement and a higher degree of self-reli

more productively, or using local building materials

Page 20

Plugging the Leaks

in Practice
Page 21

do not isolate a community from other towns.

In

stead it enables them to have enough money to

...buy mangos from Mexico.'

ACTION !
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The Local Multiplier
80% stays

An economic measurement tool callec

the 'multiplier' can be used to calculate

the overall impact of spending money in
the local economy. This table shows the
workings of the multiplier. The starting
point in each situation is that £100 enters

the local economy. If 80% of each £1

20% stays

In

Remaining

In

Remaining

100

80

100

20

80

64

20

4

64

51.20

4

0.80
0.20

51.20

41.00

0.80

41.00

32.80

0.20

32.80

26.20

26.20

21.00 Total:
125

spent stays in the local economy, the total

21.00

16.80

amount of spending that that £100 will

16.80

13.40

13.40

10.70

generate is about £500. If only 20% of

Etc
Total: 500

each £1 spent stays in the local economy,
the total spending is only £1 25.

The multiplier relates the total spending
to the initial spending. It is 5 if 80% stays

locally (500/100) and 1.25 if only 20%

However, if a community

stays locally (125/100).

•

out to head office); and

If all the money that enters a community

•

immediately leaves again, the multiplier

will be only 1. If a community is almost
•

money that comes in stays and is re-spent

Tenders for contracts go to external
contractors

over and over again, the multiplier is
infinite!

Then the local multiplier will not be
so high.

What is causing alarm is that many
communities have a multiplier effect

This shows that reducing the leakage of

lose to one - any pound that comes into

money from the local economy can

the local economy goes straight out again
without circulating.
So what happens with our money?

have a significant impact on the local
economy.

since it can leak out at each round of
spending.

Re-lends all of its savings to local firms;
its

building

It also shows that there are

many ways that money can leak out -

If a

community:

•

Uses services (such as accountants,
window cleaners or insurance firms)

based outside the area; and

shut off from the world and all the

Buys all of
locally; &

Shops at supermarkets (profits leak

materials

This helps local people, businesses and
even public bodies to see how much

Sources all of its food and inputs, staff
and services locally (solicitors, con

impact buying LOCAL goods, employ
ing LOCAL people and using LOCAL

struction staff etc)

services (eg accountants, plumbers,

cleaners, childcare providers) can have

Then the local multiplier effect will be

on the overall LOCAL economy.

ligher.
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Plugging the Leaks: Putting it into Practice
There are three main approaches to economic development: getting extra money in (inward
investment), stopping money leaving (import substitution) and earning more from outside

(export promotion). Historically,most efforts at economic development have focused on one
particular type of inward investment - attracting large businesses to set up in a local area.

Although creating many jobs, the profit from these businesses tends to leave the local community
immediately. This reduces the multiplier effect and so limits the overall positive impact.

A

'Plugging the Leaks' approach to economic development means building upon the resources,
strengths and skills that a community has within it so that it can take control of its own economic
development. Some examples are:
INWARD INVESTMENT

Reducing money spent on utilities

Inward investment should fit with local priorities

Reducing energy-use limits the amount of money

and increase local linkages.

leaving the local economy. In Glasgow, the Wise
Group ran Heatwise in which long-term unem

ployed people were trained in insulating houses.

Developing tourism income

Over 100,000 houses were insulated with an esti

In County Mayo (Ireland), villages developed tour

mated saving on energy bills of £5million per year.

ism attractions, such as a Water Adventure Centre
and Woollen Mills. They then successfully rebranded their area as a tourist attraction with the

Businesses buying from local suppliers

name 'Moy Valley'.

Businesses buy some products from non-local sup
pliers even though local suppliers exist or could be
developed. In Grimsby, 13 'Meet the Buyer' events

Attracting money into the local area

have produced nearly £3 million in extra business

Community Links of Canning Town, London, runs

for local companies.

a welfare benefit uptake campaign to increase money
flowing into the area.
Replacing imports with local products

Recycling is one way of replacing imports. The

Increasing local spending

Community Recycling in Southwark Programme

SAFE, Birmingham, interviews the employees of

(CRISP) run many activities including an Office

companies based in poorer communities. Many of

Furniture Fittings and Equipment Recycling

the employees do not come from the local area, so by

Scheme (OFFERS).

offering to create services - such as child-minding or
catering - that respond to their needs they capture
EXPORT PROMOTION

more of their spending in the area.

Export promotion is an important approach to de
veloping an economy - but don't sell biscuits to

IMPORT SUBSTITUTION

Scotland whilst importing biscuits from Scotland!

Import substitution is perhaps the easiest way for a

You just pay extra for transport - money that could

community to take control of its own economic de

stay in your community.

velopment.

Refining & packaging products locally
Joining together to win contracts

Goods leave an area to be refined or packaged else

A presentation to the Argyll Supermarket Group in

where - could this be done locally?

March 1993 by 26 local food and drink producers

resulted in business worth £1.8 million being placed
locally.
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Action:

Plugging the Leaks is a programme that
has been developed and piloted by the New

Economics Foundation (NEF). It was men

Mapping the Local Economy's Leaks

tioned at the ASHTAV AGM by Michael
Coupe during his keynote address.

How about running a one-day
Plugging the Leaks workshop?

NEF developed Plugging the Leaks because it

noticed that across the UK, residents were
The workshop will:

increasingly being invited to get involved in
the development of local strategies. This

Pull together some key local stakeholders

involvement was working well for decisions

(residents, businesses, schools, health serv

with which people felt comfortable - location

ice, local authority and so on - basically

of health facilities, standards of education

anyone that does or could spend money in

and so on. However many people were not

your community). It is surprising how

comfortable with being involved in decision-

many of these stakeholders don't actually

making about their local economy - instead

realise that they could improve the local

it was being left to the 'experts'.

economy by changing their spending

Unfortunately,the experts are only able to

patterns!

build half of the local economy on their own
Use visual aids to identify how money en

- the part which involves attracting in new

ters and leaves the local economy through

investment from outside.

the budgets and pockets: of local people,

volvement to build the other half - the local

businesses and public bodies

businesses that can link to that investment,

It takes local in

the strong skill base, or the social enterprises

Generate ideas for increasing local money

that can spread wider community benefit.

flows - and vote on priorities

NEF's Plugging the Leaks approach is about
the second half of this equation. It is also

Agree next steps for developing an action

about making sure that the first half of the

plan to strengthen the local economy.

equation actually delivers what local people
want.

For further details about NEF and its Plugging the

Leaks approach please visit:
www.neweconomics.org

www.pluggingtheleaks.org

A study of tourism in TAYSIDE showed that tourists in hotels spend 70% more than those
in B&B accommodation. Yet because most of the money spent in hotels leaked immediately

from the local economy ( non-local staff and owners, legal and financial services provided by
local firms, etc.) the TOTAL income generated locally was calculated to be higher for B&Bs.
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•

Potential of street
markets being
overlooked and

a diverse range of

products suited to

neighbourhood and provides

local needs and tastes,

unparalleled opportunities for

•

food vans on site or

nearby to act as a focal

undervalued

point for people to

(new research

gather and linger,

commissioned by the

• good access to the
site, especially by

Joseph Rowntree

public transport, and

Foundation)

•

an active and

Chances to progress key

engaged group of

Government agendas on

traders to provide the

social cohesion and

social buzz to attract

sustainable communities are

people in.

being lost by neglecting the

role of street markets
according to two new studies
from the Joseph Rowntree
Foundation.

which examined

Market in Newham brought people

communities.

of different backgrounds together

for older women. The report will
be launched next week (11

September) at the National
Association of British Market
Authorities where the author is a
speaker. Her report found that
markets have an important social

to have a strategic vision and good
local management to see them
develop fully. A lack of resource or
profile for markets can be a

problem, and their social value can

national and local policy to

sustaining social relations in local

for groups of all ages, but especially

authorities who manage them need

Sophie Watson notes, "We found

valued local public spaces. Queens

important sites of social interaction

For markets to function well, local

Queen Mary,

important role in developing and

markets were found to be

change."

and Nick Dines of

markets are amongst the most

markets across the country,

risk of demolition or significant

initiatives.

mundane to outsiders can play an

examines the issues in eight

more pronounced if they were at

study by Vicky Cattell

public spaces in east London,

of the Open University, which

connections. In our study, the
value placed on such spaces became

According to a second

spaces like streets that may seem

In a new report by Sophie Watson

people to mix and develop

be overlooked in regeneration

University of London

Markets and other public

build up attachment to their local

and enabled everyday contact
between different ethnic groups
who might not otherwise interact.

According to a member of a
campaign to save the local market
from regeneration plans, this

applied both to traders and
shoppers. "Next to the Bengalis
selling biscuits is a Jewish guy

selling curtains. They would never

encourage and to support markets'
role as a key social and economic
space for the local community was

rather limited. Markets could play a
much more significant role in

national policy agendas such as
social inclusion, town-centre

regeneration and healthy eating if
they were given more priority in

local and national policy."
These two reports form part of
JRF's public space research
programme on the use and social
value of public space. More
information is available at
www.irf.org.uk.

have met a Jewish bloke...I can't see
another space where that could
possibly happen."

Markets as sites for social
interaction: Spaces of

According to Vicky Cattell, the

diversity, by Sophie

inclusion role, providing places to

lead author of this work in

Watson with David

linger, especially for older people

Newham:

Studdert, published by The

and younger mothers. The social
life of traders contributed to the
social scene, creating a vibrant
atmosphere and helping to forge

links in the trading community as
well as with shoppers.

"Everyday public spaces can play a
vital role in sustaining social

relations; people value the casual
but vibrant social mix of such
areas. Yet economic and design
priorities have sometimes

The research found that for

overridden these less tangible assets

markets to function well as social

of public spaces. Over time,

spaces, they need:

routine use of markets and other

public spaces enables people to
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Policy Press for the Joseph
Rowntree Foundation, and
is available from
www.policypress.org.uk or

Marston Book Services, PO
Box 269, Abingdon, Oxon
OX14 4YN (tel: 01235
465500) price £12.95 plus
£2.75 p&p.

GOOD IDEAS
ROM FRANCE... GIANT ADVENT CALENDAR

Women's
Institute
The Idea

To create a spectacle in the form of
a village Advent Calendar on a
grand scale. Each evening from
December 1 to December 24
professional or amateur players
enact scenes, each in a different
open window around the village
square. Every day a "new" window
opens. In the square are stalls

The Government's report on the
Energy Review: "The Energy Chal
lenge" was released on 11 July
2006.

LIVING LOCAL
A Bampton community project

promoting local sustainability,

This work aims to put us in a

supported by the WI and SPAR. In

position to meet the two major

the village of Bampton, Devon, the

long-term challenges in UK energy

local SPAR has joined forces with

policy:

the Bampton Women's Institute

•

we need to tackle climate
change by reducing carbon

selling hot drinks and local goodies.

dioxide emissions; and
•

we need to deliver secure,
clean energy at affordable
prices, as we move to

increasing dependence on
imported energy
ASHTAV espouses the cause of
microgeneration The Government
has announced a review of the
incentives and barriers that impact
on distributed electricity

generation, including combined
Advantages

heat and power, to be undertaken

Builds community spirit across all genera

jointly with Ofgem.

and the New Economics

Foundation to discover how the

village sources its food and the
pivotal roles local stores play in
village life.
Food sourcing is important to many

people and it is widely known that
Bampton, and indeed Devon and
the South West as a whole,
produces a diverse wealth of tasty,

nutritious and affordable food and
drink.
The Living Local community

project will be examining all aspects
of sustainable grocery shopping in

Bampton and the findings and

tions. Brings in visitors from far and wide (

conclusions will be shared with the

up to 40 miles around). There is no need

SPAR and WI networks in the form

for expensive high-tech kit.
Limitations

At the start persuading professionals to

play in the cold, supported by a tiny
budget. Later, energising local people and
employees and a large army of volunteers to
appear each night for 24 days.

The review is examining all aspects
of these incentives and barriers.
As part of this review, DTI and
Ofgem have jointly published this
call for evidence to seek the input
of interested parties. The deadline
for responses is Tuesday 2nd Janu

This idea comes from the village of
Uffholtz in the Vosges mountains between

ary 2007.

Colmar and Mulhouse in NE France. It has

The results of this review, and vari

been sink tested over the last five years and

ous consultations, together into a

has attracted 32 000 visitors to a settlement

new Energy White Paper will be

of less than 1500 people.
Contact:

published early in 2007.

www.village.tm.fr or Thomas Schmitt,

Foyer Saint-Erasme, 2 rue de Ballon,

Uffholtz.

S (0033)03 89 39 99 64
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of a toolkit.
The project's aims are to

understand what role local sustaina

bility plays in Bampton, what local
businesses and the community as a
whole can do to promote more

sustainable practices and how

sustainable aspects of Bampton life
can be replicated elsewhere.

ENGAGING YOUNG
PEOPLE IN HERITAGE

GATEWAY GARDENS TRUST
Social Inclusion itirougfa Ljardnn H«rlifl||<

The Gateway
Gardens Trust

connects a wide
range of community groups,
schoolchildren and Lifelong
Learners with the fascinating

Reactions to Gardens

James, who are both in wheelchairs,

Many of the Gateway visitors have

bamboo. All twelve students found it

never visited an historic garden

hard to appreciate that bamboo is a

before and are amazed by the

type of grass but Mr Milne, the head

wonders of nature and heritage.

gardener, did convince some of them

Here are some of their observations.

in the end!"

Aberystwyth Social Services Family

social and environmental

Support Team following their visit

heritage of historic parks and

to Hafod, a celebrated 18th century

gardens. It creates free,

landscape near Aberystwyth.

bespoke visits to wonderful

"This was the first Family Activity

gardens, covering transport

Day for the newly formed (ADHD)
parents support group...the trip was

costs, admission, special

such a success that I am sure the

guided tours and when

group will arrange other activity clays

possible, light refreshments,

in the future. Your organisation

made it possible for us to experiment

for education, respite and

with a pioneer event."

fun.
This

life-affirming

started

in

encompassed

Wales

project

but

the

West

improve quality of life!

Gateway's Director, Bettina Harden MBE,
enthusiasm,

has

written

to

ASHTAV on plans for the coming year:

"The Gateway is in the middle of
preparing a major project,

"BITTERSWEET", that will engage
young people with the anniversary

[of the abolition of slavery] in 2007.

Family Friends volunteers (the
volunteers support families with a

children between five and 11) at
Bodnant

"I don't want to go home!"
"A really refreshing opportunity to

get away from it all for a little while."
"We went, we saw, we conquered
those hills!!"
FOR MORE DETAILS ON THIS
SPLENDID PROJECT
www.gatewaygardenstrust.org

The Gateway Gardens Trust, Nanhoron,
/ CAN Pembrokeshire programme

(part of a national educational

charity for children with speech and

years.

oozes

Long-term change helping to

has

Midlands over the past two

who

were able to identify roses and

Pwllheli, Gwynecld, LL53 8DL

Helping People Discover Gardens
Registered Charity Number: 1100892

language difficulties) at Picton

Castle.
A comment from one of the

headmasters involved: "As a head
teacher it was lovely to see the
enjoyment this visit brought to the
children and their parents. As a rule
we tend to see these children in a
school setting and so having a day

If we can share any thoughts or

like this was so beneficial and

ideas do let me know - mad though

informative for all the right reasons."

may seem, we are approaching the

idea laterally via the history of food
and sugar so that we can engage

with almost every sort of heritage

site that has a garden and we intend
to reach out to groups of every age
and ethnicity."

Pen y Bryn School, Swansea

following their visit to Picton Castle
in Pembrokeshire

"Lucy-Ann and Carla, who are blind,

could both identify mint and
lavender by their scent. Kelly and

Wishing all ASHTAV towns, villages and readers a
happy Christmas and a successful 2007*
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